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Research carried out since the 1940's has shown
that photosynthetically
active
'green' vegetation
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unique spectral reflectance pattern in the
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visible and near-infrared
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et al,
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1974; Deering
vegetation
(Dethier,
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However Landsat da.ta are not well suited for global
scale studies. The MSS 80 meter ground resolution
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earth's total land area - and in cloudy regions of the
too few
globe, the 18 day repeat cycle produces
cloud-free

to record
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vegetation

sensor on the TIROS
nal dynamics. The AVHRR
N series of meteorological
satellites, beginning with
launched in 1979, provides an alternate
NOAA-6
source

of

satellite

visible

and

measur

near-infrared

ements. With a 1.1 km nadir ground resolution and
are
a daily repeat cycle, the AVHRR
observations
well suited for large area studies. Several resear
chers have begun to use this new source of spectral
measurements
in vegetation
studies and the results
are encouraging
& Tucker,
1981;
(Townshend
Gatlinet al,
& Norwine,
et al,
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forms
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instruments

and five channels

on NOAA-7

are available

and NOAA-6

and NOAA-8
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and Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA)
Picture Transmission
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Local Area Coverage
Global
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Index {GVI)
Vegetation
data are direct transmission
data
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Area Coverage
(Kidwell,
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(GAC) and
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data

recorded

June
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1978-Protoflight
1979-NOAA
1981 NOAA

March

1983-NOAA

NASA

funded

funded
funded
funded

9 days
? 56?

Coverage
Cycle
Scan Angle
Range
Ground
Coverage

Orbit

850 km

Flight
Period

2 700 km Orbital

IFOV

102?

Inclination

Orbital

102 mins

mr

1.39-1.51

Equatorial

Des.

Crossing

Ase.

0730/1930 (NOAA 6 & 8)
1430/0230 (NOAA 7)
Ground

Resolution

Channels

1
0.58-0.68*
*
**

(nadir)
(max off

and Spectral

Range

2

3

0.725-1.1

3.55-3.93

(?im)

4

1 range on TIROS-N
on NOAA
6.

Channel
Not

angle)
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Quantization
Spectral
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5
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Index data
represent the 3X5 pixel area. The Global Vegetation
are weekly
of channel
1 and channel
summaries
2 GAC data
which
have been geographically
on a polar stereo
registered
to minimize
and processed
cloud cover
graphic map projection
and atmospheric
haze (Tarpley et ai, 1983). One grid cell of the
G VI data represents ca. a 15 X 15 km ground area at the equator
and increases
in size with
latitude to ca. a 30 X 30 km ground
area at the poles. For each day of observations
one GAC data
value

is randomly
selected from the 10 to 60 GAC pixels present
each of the G VI grid cells to represent
that G VI cell. The
normalized
difference
index is computed
for each of
vegetation
the selected seven days measurements.
Measurements
from the

within

composite

the largest ND VI value are selected
value. The NDVI
value
weekly

to represent
the
that day is

for

the associated
1 and channel
channel
2
recorded,
along with
of the maximum
NDVI
value
data, as the GVI data. Selection
minimizes
the effects of clouds and haze and tends to emphasize
near nadir rather than off nadir observations
(Holben & Frazer,
1984).

(Table 1).
National

are the original
1.1 km observations,
which are
on special request. The
in archives
placed
data, which are regularly recorded and stored, are partially
LAC
GAC
data are produced
observations.
by
resampled

The LAC

Oct.

day with

1985a-c).

sensor
that was
is a multispectral
imaging
to permit detection
and discrimination
between clouds,
designed
snow and
ice (Schneider
& McGinnis,
land, water,
1977).
are acquired
in the visible, near infrared,
Spectral measurements
infrared and thermal infrared regions, with four channels
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TIROS-N-launched
NOAA-6-launched
NOAA-7
launched
NO AA-8
launched

System.

sea

extent,

regional

the NOAA/AVHRR

of

conven

Satellites

repeated coverage of all
iently provide consistent,
land areas. Much
attention
has been given to
scanner (MSS) observations
Landsat multispectral
and

I. Characteristics

Table

and

the average value of the first four pixels
in a 3 X 5
calculating
The average value is then used to
array of LAC observations.

Data

and methods

Two aspects of the North American
AVHRR
are examined
NDVI measurements
in this study;
1) seasonal variability and 2) the area under the
curve (integral) defined by the temporal variation
of

the

over

measurements

Given

current

index

measurements,

knowledge
the

the

of
seasonal

growing

spectral
variations

season.

vegetation
should

6
be related to the phenology
of vegetation green leaf
and hence absorbed
display
photosynthetically
active radiation and the integral of measurements
over the growing season is expected to be related to
annual net primary productivity
(Monteith,
1977).
However
these relations have not previously been
examined at a continental
scale, across the diversity
of vegetation
in North America.
types encountered
to which
The degree
index
spectral vegetation
measurements

for

study

and

and

to 0730
solar

intense

solar

disadvantage

of

from

overpass
daylight
for NOAA-6
hours
conditions

measurements

radiance

observed

is
processing
the entire North

in a 1024 X

Observations

for this

selected

data

observations

illumination

radiation

Index data were
considerable

are contained

cally registered
grid.
because
the nominal
compared
afternoon

is unknown.

Global Vegetation
since
convenience

already
accomplished
continent
American

of vege

indicator

of the species or species

independent
observed,

composition
AVHRR

a general

provide

tation activity,

1024 geographi
are used

NOAA-7
time
and

is

greater
usually
The
convection.

this

The

NOAA-8.

provide more uniform
than the low zenith angle

in the early morning
A
overpasses.
observations
is that cloud cover is

time

because

near

analysis

of daytime
atmospheric
in this report examines

presented
to November
in 1982. Preliminary
April
to March) North American
of the winter
(November
inspection
has revealed
that low irradiance measurements
observations

observations

from

anomalous
NDVI
the polar terminator
values.
produce
to April
the current analysis
through November
of the
of this problem while capturing
the majority

Restricting
avoids much

season north of 35? N latitude. South
growing
of 35? N and along the central west coast of the continent
the full
season is not observed
in this analysis. All processing
of
growing
of the
the data was carried out on the HP-1000
minicomputer

North

Sensor

three

week

the

continent

during

that

interval.

G VI weekly composites,
extending from
1982 to 7 November
1982, were processed
ten three-week composites.
of
Examples
the three-week composites
for April, June, August
in Figure 1. The NDVI
and October are provided
value at each grid cell location
is color-coded,
as shown by the color
dependent on its magnitude,
bar in Figure 1.The same color code is used for all
Thirty
12April
to form

to permit

the maps

interseasonal

A

comparisons.

coordinate grid, national boun
latitude-longitude
in the United States are
daries and state boundaries
on the image to aid interpretation.
superimposed
Integrated

NDVI

measurements

1430 hours

of the afternoon
at

across

measurements

The area under the temporal curve was computed
inter
integration of the three-week
values at each grid cell location on

by trapezoidal
val composite
the map.

This

resultant

are

measurements

displa

yed in Figure 2. The same color code used in Figure
that each value is
1 is used here with the exception
are referred
multiplied
by ten. These measurements
to as integrated NVDI(SNDVI)
values.

Results

and discussion

American

Evaluation

Three-week

Seasonal
measurements
forming

Branch

at the Goddard

Flight

Space

Center.

composites

in the spectral

variations
were
three-week

extracted
composites

from
of

vegetation
the
the

data

by

observa

tions. Experience
gained in analysis of NOAA-7
AVHRR
data for the African continent has shown
that at least three weeks of AVHRR
observations
remove cloud
to effectively
must be composited
regions of the continent
The compositing
follows
for the NOAA
described
procedures
previously
Index data; that is, for each grid
Global Vegetation
cell in the data, the week with the highest ND VI
value is selected to represent the three-week
inter
is taken to
val The resultant
map
composite
in cloudy
observations
(Tucker et al,
1985b).

represent

the state

of

spectral

vegetation

index

Seasonal

NDVI

patterns

The three-week composites
(Fig. 1) show that in
measurements
the NDVI
increase to a
general
in late August
and thereafter decline.
maximum
is in agreement with the phenology
This seasonality
of North American
(Lieth, 1974). High
vegetation
ND VI values move northward across the continent
in the spring and summer and shift to the south in
the

fall.

This

green-wave

menon

and

brown-wave

pheno

studied for selected
has previously
Landsat
observations
regions of the continent with
to
the
seasonal
where it has been related
pulse of
in the vegetation
present
activity
photosynthetic
(Dethier, 1974; Deering et al, 1975; Blair & Baum
been

gardner, 1977).
The seasonal variations of ND VI measurements
for regions of selected natural and cultivated vege
in Figure 3. These plots
tation types are presented
are the average of a 3 X 3 array of G VI three-week
composite

measurements,

centered

on

the

locations
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measurements

INDEX
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are primarily from land
given. The observations
natural
th?
dominated
by
although
vegetation
effects of human activities in these locations cannot
be entirely overlooked
(e.g., irrigated agriculture).
The plots in Figure 3a are for locations where the
seven months
cover the
of AVHRR
observations
season.
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the
The
Lovelock,
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measurements
vated

ments

centered

observed

over

growing

season

vegetation.

on

the cited

the growing
extending

locations,
(a) Natural
vegetation
with a
season, (b) natural vegetation
into winter months,
(c) cultivated

desert

are

conditions

pro

As previously
noted the
in the spring and decline in
of the summer measure

the fall. The magnitude
ments in general decreases with increasing latitude.
Also, the duration of high summer values decreases
to

the

from

PINE
FOREST
(Charli

of

observations

vided for comparison.
measurements
increase

north.

However

Nebraska

peak

the
at

grasslands
summer

lower

observations
values

than

the boreal coniferous
forest but with a longer
duration of elevated values. These trends in the
ND VI measurements
correspond with the observed
of these vegetation
forma
patterns
phenological
tions (Lieth, 1974).
The plots in Figure 3b are for regions of the
season is not
continent where
the full growing
in this seven month period. The NDVI
observed
show high
plots for both Oregon and California
in April suggesting a conti
ND VI measurements
of vegetation
from the winter
nuation
activity
months.
The California
observations
steadily de
the observation
cline throughout
period which a
grees with the increased vegetation dormancy obser
ved in this region through the arid summer. The
remain at high values until
Oregon observations
the
and thereafter decline,
reflecting
September
more humid character of this region as well as the
of these coniferous
forests (Waring &
physiology
Franklin,
1979). The South Carolina observations,
from a region of pine forests, show a spring increase
in the ND VI measurements
and a small decline in
acti
the fall suggesting continued photosynthetic
of
the
in
the
No
winter.
simple explanation
vity
in
in
values
South
NDVI
decline
mid-summer
includ
Carolina can be given. Several possibilities,
in
this
region during 1982,
ing drought conditions
cloud
vapor

cover

contamination,

effects,

explanation

may
of

this

explain

and
or

atmospheric
contribute

water
to

an

pattern.

temporal plots of ND K/measure
Representative
ments from prime agricultural regions are presented
and spring
in Figure 3c. Both the corn-soybeans
wheat regions green up later and senesce (and /or are
harvested) earlier than local natural vegetation. The
show high values inApril
winter wheat observations

10
with a peak in June and declining values thereafter.
are high
The California Central Valley observations
inApril and decline until early July when they again
to a maximum

increase

are

patterns

poral

in late August.
to the

related

tem
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calendar
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Oklahoma
ND
VI
values in the April image whereas the
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image.

and climatic conditions
The ND F/measurements
are a
should be related if the ND VI measurements
of vegetation
indication
sensitive
(Hol
activity
1968; Odum,
1947; Mather & Yashioka,
dridge,
1971 ;Box, 1981). The ND F/measurements,
precip
itation and temperature records for Point Barrow,
Alaska and Phoenix, Arizona for the seven month
period are plotted in Figure 4. At Point Barrow the
ND VI measurements
only increase above 0.0 after
when
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Integration
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to global-scale
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difference
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index
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(fNDVI)
vegetation
a
The
marked
of
pattern
highest
familiarity.
displays
occur

in

the

southeastern

east-west

gradient

corres

ecocline of the
ponds to the major precipitation
com
continent (Whittaker,
The
1970).
geographic
of
measurements
western
the
in
North
Amer
plexity
ica is related to the mountainous
terrain of the

The map

values

the

whereas

America,

research.

phenology

vegetation

of normalized
difference
Fig. 4. Comparison
index
vegetation
measurements
and climate data for Point Barrow, Alaska
and
Arizona.
The ND VI measurements
were computed
Phoenix,
in
the same manner
as those presented
in Figure
3. The climate
are thirty-year
observations
from the NOAA
world
averages
weather
station records (NOAA,
1982).

and

central

west

coast regions of the continent. The integrated mea
surements generally decrease to the north and west
across North America but display more heterogenei
ty in the western one third of the continent. The
cor
north-south
gradient of SND VI measurements
responds to the major temperature ecocline of North

region.

Note

that

elevation

affects

the measurements

dependent on latitude. North of 50? N
differentially
latitude the $ND VI measurements
decrease with
of
South
N
elevation.
40?
latitude the
increasing
measurements

increase

with

increasing

elevation.

This geography of JND VI measurements
compares
well with the known patterns of North American
natural vegetation activity (Shelford, 1963; K?chler,
1964; Whittaker,
1970; Odum,
1971; Rodin et al,
1975; Lieth,

1978).

11
The pattern
the continent,
appear

of SNDVI values in certain areas of
in the United States,
particularly

'anomalous'

considering

the natural

vegeta

tion and terrain of these locations. A region in the
midwestern
United States, extending from central
Ohio to Iowa and including much of Indiana and
and Michi
Illinois, as well as portions of Wisconsin
values that are lower than
gan, produce SNDVI
might at first be expected. A similar area of relatively
in the Mis
low $ND VI values extends north-south
extreme
from
southeastern
River
Valley
sissippi
to
Missouri
and Tennessee
through Arkansas
selected re
northwestern Mississippi.
Conversely
gions in the western United States, including the
Columbia and Snake river basins in the Northwest,
and
the Central and Imperial valleys in California
several locations in the Great Plains, exhibit higher
These locations cor
than expected SNDVIvalues.
respond to the prime croplands in the United States
as given by the World Atlas of Agriculture
(1968).
This map helped to explain the 'anomalous' areas

the desert category (desert scrub and creosote-bush
desert). ?NDVI
samples were selected from sites
based on the location of
within each formation
world weather observing
stations used by World
for global
studies
Organization
Meteorological
(NO A A, 1982). These sites were selected since they
are uniformly distributed,
every 5?
approximately
across the continent.
of latitude and longitude,
There are an average ten stations within each major
biome. For each station the mean of a 3 X 3 pixel
centered on the
array of JNDVI measurements,
station location, was computed. The mean of all sites
within each biome was then computed. These bio
ND

me-averaged

were

VI measurements

compared

to net primary productivity
figures provided by
Whittaker
& Likens (1975) supplemented
by NPP

?
g

1200

?

in the integrated NDVIman
(Fig. 2). The
the
U.S.
Midwest
low
VI
values
in
?ND
relatively
occur because this region produces low ND VIvalues
both early and late in the growing season, prior to
observed

?
?
?

planting and following harvest. Most agriculture in
the western portion of the U.S. depends upon irriga
tion to sustain plant growth which produces greater
ND VI values than
plant cover and thus higher _f
observed from natural vegetation
of this semiarid
to the observed
region. These patterns correspond
impact of agriculture on regional net primary pro
ductivity

(Whittaker & Likens,

jNDVI measurements

?
?

?

INTEGRATED
GROWINGSEASON
VEGETATIONINDEX(NDVI)
NORMALIZED
DIFFERENCE

and net primary productivity
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?
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?

?

TEMPERATE
MOISTCONIFEROUS

?

CONIFEROUS-DECIDIOUS
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?

figures reported in the literature. The North Ameri
can biome map from Odum (1971) was used as a
means to identify the natural vegetation formations
below. This map was used to determine the natural
vegetation types on the continent for the J ND VI-net

?

analysis. The detailed western
to form the
subregions were grouped
and scrub category
(sage subclimax,
coastal chaparrel and pinon-juniper)
and

primary productivity

sagebrush,

?

1975).

The relation between JND VI measurements
and
net primary productivity
(NPP) was examined by
the mean SND VI value for each of the
computing
major vegetation biomes of the continent and com
paring these figures to net primary productivity

vegetation
woodland

?
?

DECIDIOUS

@
@
@

GRASSLAND
CULTIVATED
WOODLAND& SCRUB
DESERT

5. Plot of biome-averaged
versus
fND VI measurements
rates. For each
published mean biome net primary productivity
biome a well-distributed
sample of fND VI measurements
^90
the biome average. The net
per biome) were used to compute
from Whittaker
primary productivity
figures are predominantly

Fig.

& Likens

with values
from Whittaker
(1975),
supplemented
et al. (1975), and Lieth
(1970), Rodin
(1978). The explained
variance
is 0.89. Excluding
(r2) of the relation
raises
agriculture
the r2 value to 0.94.

12
figures for subclimax
pine and pine /oak forests
from Whittaker
(1970) and values for the ecotones
from Lieth ( 1978) and Rodin et al (1975). The results
(Fig. 5) show a strong direct relation between the
ND VImeasurements
and net primary productivity.
Excluding agriculture the explained variance (r2) of
the relation is 0.94. With agriculture included the r2
value drops to 0.89. Further investigation is required
However
before these results are fully understood.
the correspondence
between these two variables is
sufficient to suggest that satellite-derived
spectral
will significantly
index measurements
vegetation
studies of vegetation

improve global

means

generalized

to conduct

global

stu

vegetation

dies. The AVHRR
observations
represent a major
advance
in realization of the promise of remotely
sensed spectral observations
for vegetation research
because they provide the global overview of terres
trial conditions needed inmultistage analysis of land
conditions. An ability to observe the global distribu
tion and dynamics
merous

new

ecologists,

of vegetation

avenues

of

climatologists

research

activity
for

opens nu

geographers,

and other earth scientists.
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